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Fight upon the Ravenfield together with your Blue allies! Take down those pesky Reds using
helicopters, tanks, guns, and active ragdoll physics! Ravenfield is a singleplayer game in the vein of
older team-vs-team AI shooters. The game is designed to be easy to pick up and play, but also
rewarding for all skill levels! Key Features Easy-to-pickup, singleplayer mayhem Fight as infantry, or
in ground vehicles, aircraft, or watercraft Active ragdoll physics combines tactical strategies with a
sprinkle of silly fun The number of combatants is only limited by what your computer can handle!
Damaged soldiers drop team-colored blood splats, indicating where battles have taken place
Ravenfield is being developed as an early access game, with major content updates scheduled to be
released every 4-6 weeks. Additionally, incremental updates are distributed via a beta branch for
those who do not fear slightly more buggy releases. While some content, such as new weapons,
vehicles and maps will be released on a regular basis, other key features will be added roughly in the
following order: Custom map support Steam Workshop integration AI Commanding Custom weapon
support Custom vehicle support Conquest mode Ravenfield was developed by GameJolt Team, a
team of four developers. Boris the Developer: I recently finished my bachelor's degree in Computer
Science and Engineering. I have been programming since my early childhood. When it comes to the
actual language: I personally prefer C++ because it's more simple, and I really like the easy access
to arrays and functions. I personally find it more convenient than Python (although I do like the
flexibility it can provide) The creative team: There are three members of the creative team, one of
whom is also the voice actor. He voices the player's character, the other the enemies, and one more,
who plays a few background NPCs. There's a real mix of experience among them, which I really
enjoy. I don't think there are any members that specialize in a certain area. They all participate in
the development process, although not equally. One of them is primarily in charge of art, another
does a lot of work with the animations, and the last one does the programming. The game's design:
The design of Ravenfield really came out of our need for a fun team-based game. We wanted
something that was accessible, yet still challenging

Battle Dome Redux Features Key:
Survival: Take over a block game simulation with the slingshot with regenerating health (capture
more than the others)
One Click Attack: Hold the mouse button and move the slingshot, and the mouse will be the
detonator!
Gravity Mods – gravity powered system, capture more than the other players!
Choose your Attack: Attack and Capture are two clicks of the mouse button.
Choose your preferred weapon: Shoot your slingshot, and also listen to the warning voice.
Aim and Shoot: Stand next to the mockfactory, and kill the zombies: The game will throw an arrow!
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